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ABSTRACT

Electronic Commerce over the Internet, aims to become a global conveyor belt of business transactions. Web applications of increasing sophistication emerge in almost every business sector, reflecting a variety of technical and technological approaches. In this paper we argue that system developers need to reconsider their professional practices in the context of these new technologies by taking advantage of opportunities like short response cycles and easy diffusion of systems results, while they recognise the limitations of traditional practice. We discuss a framework of IS development issues for Internet based applications and propose guidelines towards new development practices.

INTRODUCTION

The case of EC application development, presents for the IS profession new and unfamiliar challenges. Web based applications characteristics appear to challenge the appropriateness and relevance of methods and techniques followed for conventional systems. Moreover, the transition from a developed application to a system in use (and hence an Information System) presents user organisations and technology providers alike with unfamiliar complexities. For example in the analysis phase, developers face the pressure of user requirements in the absence of real users and within a very wide, open-ended solution space. The users of the Internet vary considerably demographically, making the analysis of their behaviour an extremely difficult task. Additionally technological capabilities such as hyperlinking within Internet applications makes their design complicated and difficult to standardise. Finally, testing and users feedback, have certain advantages in the new medium including speed and accuracy of user response. Therefore the body of knowledge concerning system development practice in the domain literature does not reflect the reality of such applications and does not address the requirements of EC projects. The need emerges for a reappraisal of system development theory and method in the light of practical, hands-on experience accumulated in the Industry through real life EC application development.

In this paper we demonstrate the merits of such an approach by abstracting from our practical project-based experience in EC development. We discuss systematically the impact that specific characteristics of EC technology on systems development practice. In our approach we stress the transition from the traditional life cycle based conception of systems projects to the new reality created by electronic commerce.

STANDARD ACTION GUIDELINES

Despite criticisms on the relevance usefulness and effectiveness of IS development methodologies (Bransler & Bodker 1993, Wynenkoop & Russo 1995) these still feature prominently as a basis upon which developers should rely on within an IS project. Methodological guiding principles are summarised by Livari (1991) along the following dimensions:

- IS planning, which refers to the development of the organisation-wide information system plan
- IS design, which is used to denote systems analysis and design activities involved in the development of individual application information systems
- IS implementation, is used in the sense of organisational implementation
- IS use, refers to the end-user’s activities related to services provided by the system
- IS evolution, refers to enhancement type maintenance of the system

In this paper we adhere broadly to this terminology with some semantic changes regarding these guidelines. The IS planning for example, is examined not only within one organisation’s limits, but includes also interorganisational systems. Additionally, the IS design will be separated in two phases: IS analysis and IS
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between chain stores and customers is a meaningful preparatory strategy.

Analysis

**Problem Identification.** The analysis phase in an IS project is concerned with determination of user requirements accompanied by all the other necessary negotiation processes that will enable the development of an application model (data, process, real time behaviour). A major difference between conventional and web based IS is the importance of market characteristics in defining application requirements. While in conventional IS, requirements are usually influenced by the employees who will be the direct users of the application, in web applications it is far more difficult to approach consumers-at-large who will be the ultimate end-users. Consumers usually present large discrepancies in demographic characteristics, market search patterns and buying behaviour. Moreover, the manner in which the proposed application will be integrated with existing systems needs to be addressed explicitly at two levels: The level of business processes and the level of internal information systems. For example orders received through the Internet need to be forwarded to the central processing system, while 'customer support' needs to be restructured to cater for Internet borned customers. This situation places emphasis on business modelling as part of systems analysis.

**New conditions specification.** Under the conditions discussed above analysis can only be effective as an interactive process driven by prototype development; this process is usually initially driven by technological capabilities of the application environment. Obviously a lot depends on the choice of technological platform and application tools used for the first prototype. However the real opportunity of web applications is the speed with which end user response concerning the initial prototype can be obtained. Subsequent rounds of prototype refinement can and should be informed by consumer related data, gathered through user monitoring and profiling.

**Proposal for action.** Analysis for web based development needs to draw on a variety of data resources: market data is needed to reveal structural characteristics that need to be reflected in the application functionality, and consumer-and product-related data that should serve as the basis for developing the application development model. Traditional data modelling methods such as entity relationship modelling have still a role to play in this stage. However it should be stressed that "analysis" for web applications can no longer be seen as an IS lifecycle stage; it is rather an iterative and interactive negotiation activity informed by user feedback obtained over the Internet.

Design

**Problem Identification.** There are two main areas of concern for designers of web applications (Balasubramanian et al 1995, Isakowitz et al 1995), the design of the application interface and the design of the underlying information management structure. Internet applications require a new conception of the role and functionality of the user interface. There are four areas of issues here. Firstly, the end user-consumer should have the feeling of contacting the physical entity (store, shopping mall, service provider, sales person) corresponding to the transaction being carried out. Secondly, the interface should reflect and exploit the necessary search and retrieval processes (concerning product characteristics etc) of the physical commercial environment. Moreover there is a need to promote the additional capabilities offer by the electronic medium (value added services such as customised services). Thirdly, the interface should offer clear guidance and support for the entire purchasing process; the particular problem here is that this process is made up by heterogeneous activities (searching through product features versus making an electronic payment). Lastly, the interface should offer capabilities to support related business process such as product promotion and advertisement. As far as the data design and management are concerned the requirements of web applications do not pose significant new challenges to designers and database design principles (Cutts 1991) can be used.

**New conditions specification.** Internet technology offers technical opportunities to address the above issues, in particular hyperlinking. This allows the easy navigation through the application's features and linking to other related commercial sites. Systems development methodologies (Balasubramanian et al 1995, Isakowitz et al 1995) specifically targeted to Internet applications offer concrete support for the design stage (e.g. automatic creation of web interface). Data design becomes a particularly important activity for Internet applications for two reasons. Firstly, because Internet applications are data driven in the sense that they are meant to reflect products, services, customers as well as the firm itself. Secondly, because through a solid data design the application developer has a greater grasp over the entire application as well as the capability to enhance and extend it in the future. Finally, integrated Electronic Commerce transactions require the seamless co-operation of a multitude of heterogeneous services (payment, shipping, dispatching). In many cases third party components are applicable, which offers opportunities for lowering the cost of application design and development but systems designers
still need to create the links to the main application.

**Proposal for action.** Database design skills are a sine-qua-non within the context of web based applications. There is an opportunity here for systems professionals to capitalise on existing experience in totally new and innovative application fields. In essence the design of Internet applications sets off with the design of the database and processes with the embedding and the integration of new technologies such as web authoring tools or Java.

**Implementation**

**Problem Identification.** Conventionally the main challenges of systems implementation (i.e. "going live") have been the familiarisation of the users with a new environment and the migration from the old to the new system. Both these issues have very different profiles for Internet based applications. As far as users are concerned the onus lies on the system itself in capturing the attention, supporting the interaction and helping the user in cases of difficulty. With respect to migrating to a new way of work, business to consumer applications are usually complementary to traditional commerce operations. There are significant issues to be tackled in the restructuring of internal business processes (e.g. order processing, inventory and distribution management) to cater for the business environment. The integration of business processes creates new stakeholders for Internet applications, these are employees in other business functions who, although not directly involved with the application need to deal with business issues resulting from each operation.

**New conditions specification.** In addition to Internet applications under development there is the need to set up the transaction management environment for this application. Powerful middleware is available (Tennenbaum et al 1997, Evans & Rogers 1997) but the important issue here is parameterisation. This process needs to take advantage of the potential of the technology while at the same time there is a need to provide also opportunities for improvement of existing business operations. For example, the monitoring of systems use and the collection of consumer related data might lead to the development of new marketing strategies. The monitoring of system use provides also data of the volume of users as well as of transactions created through the application, that are important for subsequent extension and exploitation of the application.

**Proposal for action.** Given the strong influence of technological capabilities offered within Electronic Commerce platforms, as well as by application development tools, a systems project in this area usually begins by the acquisition and installation of such a technological infrastructure and proceeds with the tailoring of each application component.

**Use**

**Problem Identification.** Business to Consumer Internet applications have a user community which is potentially the world-at-large. The very nature of these applications is significantly affected by the emerging mode of their use by consumers at large. Successful applications are those which incorporate feedback from end-users in their amended versions. This is an open-ended process, which requires the allocation of development effort on a continuous basis.

**New conditions specification.** The decision to use a Business to Consumer Internet application lies entirely on end-users. However, there are several factors that impact on that. With respect to the technological side of the system the necessary conditions for achieving successful system use can be summarised under the headings of user friendliness, simplicity, understandability, consistency and integrated support. However there are product/service as well as firm related characteristics that have a direct impact on system use in this case. Products or services offered through the Internet need to compete in terms of quality and cost on a global basis. Business processes of the firm need to be efficient and reliable in accordance to the "promises made" in the new system. In many cases system use is the first step in a process of sweeping changes across the organisation.

**Proposal for action.** A critical point in securing successful use of such applications is their careful promotion over electronic (e.g. advertisement in related sites) as well as over traditional means. In many cases such applications need to be based on a close collaboration between the providers of the products or services with the providers of technological capabilities, for example Internet providers as well as with business partners to whom particular processes are outsourced (e.g. distribution). In such cases system use may trigger a new round of system development activities aiming at the integration of systems across partners in the emerging virtual chain.
Systems development as systems evolution

Business to Consumer Internet applications are being developed against the background of rapidly changing markets increasing sophistication of consumer behaviour, rapid technological change, significant legal and regulatory constrains and the current limited penetration of commercial Internet use in households (Cockburn and Wilson 1996). The terrain is changing fast. Many applications of today will not survive tomorrow without substantial rethinking and restructuring. In many cases current Business to Consumer applications are more significant as proof-of-concept vehicles (to explore the viability of Internet as a commerce medium) rather than as business entities in their own right. In this sense systems development does not end with a successful launching of the application over the Internet; but rather this is the point at which it takes off.

CONCLUSIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

Internet based applications are a prime example of systems projects that may be seen as beginning at the implementation stage. In a sense, the discussion on planning, analysis and design provided above, should be seen as the framework of issues to be considered at the outset of an Internet driven systems project. Given the strong influence of technological capabilities offered within Electronic Commerce, a systems project in this area usually begins by the acquisition and installation of such a technological infrastructure and proceeds with the tailoring and parameterisation of each component. This situation is not dissimilar to what takes place in other areas of systems development (e.g. integrated management support systems). Systems professionals and users alike need to adapt to the notion of projects evolving outside the systems lifecycle mentality. Such projects necessitate flexibility in time and resource allocation, emphasis on close collaboration between developers and clients, and ample contingencies.

The apparent challenges that this presents for the management of systems projects are mitigated by the capabilities that technology offers to developers for quick project turnover. The bottom line here is: negotiation, integration, feedback and evolutionary development. The adoption of an evolutionary mentality concerning the development of such systems is necessary for maintaining the momentum, preserving the experience gained by previous efforts and exploiting the impact of electronic presence in consumer markets. In creating a new body of knowledge for the information systems profession which will reflect the emerging conditions of development we suggest the following:

(i) the development of case study based templates of exemplar practices and the dissemination of such material over electronic means. The five dimensions of systems development reviewed in this paper may serve as a framework for structuring such material.
(ii) the fostering of closer collaboration across systems developers communities working on EC projects where ever such communities may be located: in academic and research institutions, in technology providers, in user organisations. A means for achieving this through the set up of networks of excellence using the model already practised in other areas of collaborative research, with special emphasis on industry specific EC requirements.
(iii) the development of closer links with existing fora already focused on awareness creation
(iv) the updating of academic and technical education curricula through the linking of traditional systems development competencies highlighted in this paper with specific requirements of this new type of systems applications.
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